STRATEGIC
Indexed
CHOICE Universal Life

®

Simplifying
life’s challenges

STRATEGY-ORIENTED
life insurance coverage
Strategic Choice IUL® helps protect your family with permanent, universal life insurance coverage and cash value
(i.e., your certificate’s surrender value) that grows through your choice of fixed and indexed premium allocations:
• An indexed account linked to the movement of the S&P 500® Index (excluding dividends) offers the
possibility of higher growth with a minimum guaranteed interest rate of 0.50 percent that protects
against negative returns.
• A traditional fixed account earns a competitive current interest rate with a minimum guarantee
of 2.00 percent.
Indexed universal life insurance provides an income-tax-free inheritance to your loved ones at death, allowing you
to face all of life’s challenges with confidence and the peace of mind provided by permanent life insurance coverage.

Product features
Issue ages: 0-85
Minimum face amount:
• $25,000 (issue ages 0-49)
• $10,000 (issue ages 50-85)
Maximum face amount: None
(subject to Home Office approval)
Indexed option: S&P 500® Index
• Guaranteed minimum cap rate: 3.00%
• Guaranteed minimum floor rate: 0.50%
Ask your agent for the current cap rate.
Guaranteed minimum interest
rate on fixed accounts: 2.00%
Ask your agent for the current
rate on fixed accounts.
Available riders:
• Other Insured Rider
• Children’s Term Rider
• Waiver of Monthly Deduction Rider
• Chronic Illness Rider
• Critical Illness Rider
• Terminal Illness Rider

Customized to fit your changing life insurance needs
Strategic Choice IUL® is designed to provide reliable, affordable life insurance
coverage with a wide-range of financial goals in mind. Like traditional universal life
insurance, premiums are flexible, allowing you to adjust how and when you pay your
premiums. You can also use your then established cash value to cover the cost of
insurance, but you should keep the cash value well-funded to maintain your valuable
life insurance coverage.

One index to simplify your financial plan
In a complicated financial environment, Strategic Choice IUL® provides clear strategies
for financial success: an income-tax-free death benefit inheritance for your beneficiaries
and the potential to build cash value with index-linked credited interest rates during
your lifetime to supplement your retirement income.

Annual point-to-point crediting method
Your index-allocated premiums can grow at a higher credited interest rate when
the S&P 500® Index performs well. This credited interest rate is determined by the
movement of the S&P 500® Index (excluding dividends) over the course of one year
(subject to a maximum cap rate and a guaranteed minimum floor rate).

Built-in Living Benefit Riders to help you through a health crisis
Available based on underwriting at no additional premium, Living Benefit
Riders provide an early payout of your death benefit in case of a chronic,
critical or terminal illness.

Additional riders to secure your entire family
By electing riders, you can economically protect your spouse and children while
providing them with future insurability options.

Strategic Choice IUL® provides you with the opportunity to earn interest based on the upward
movement of the S&P 500® Index, but offers downside protection from a declining market. While
your certificate values may be affected by an external index, the certificate does not participate in
any stock, bond or equity investment directly.
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Strategies for all of life’s stages
Just starting out
Profile
You’re in your late twenties to early thirties, at the
start of your career as well as the beginning stages
of financial planning.

Objective
You want to secure life insurance protection at an
affordable rate and also build assets as you build
your career.

Solution
Strategic Choice IUL® provides the
benefit of permanent life insurance with
affordable premiums. With an aggressive
allocation ratio focused on indexallocated premiums, youth and younger
adults can make headway toward longterm growth. The minimum guarantee
of 0.50 percent eliminates the risk of
losing cash value due to poor market
performance, making it a great solution
for young people with limited resources.
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Growing families
Profile
As a middle-aged parent with children in school,
you know that covering life’s expenses on limited
resources can be a challenge.

Objective
In addition to building your assets and planning for
long-term growth, you want to prepare your family
for the unexpected.

Solution
Strategic Choice IUL® protects what’s
most important with affordable,
permanent life insurance coverage.
A blend of fixed and indexed accounts
provides families with stable cash value
growth and long-term potential, while
flexible premiums help with everchanging circumstances. Even more, you
can reallocate your proportion of fixed
and indexed contributions as segments
mature, allowing you to adjust to more
conservative or aggressive approaches
as desired.
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Later on in life
Profile
You’ve spent a lifetime securing your future and
your family. Now, you’re ready to focus on the
legacy you’ll leave behind for your loved ones.

Objective
In addition to providing an income-tax-free death
benefit to your family, you also want the advantage
of continued growth should the market increase.

Solution
With a more conservative allocation
ratio focused on fixed account assets,
Strategic Choice IUL® provides stable
growth as you approach retirement.
Additionally, the death benefit offers an
income-tax-free inheritance. So whether
you support your family now or leave a
legacy to help later on, the coverage is set
for a lifetime when properly funded.
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Fixed and indexed accounts
Indexed universal life gives you the choice to place your premium contributions in fixed or indexed
accounts. Each type of account has unique benefits. By strategically allocating your premiums,
you can achieve your financial objectives based on your individual needs.

Fixed account

Indexed account

Your certificate’s fixed account

The indexed account credits interest based

provides a competitive current interest

on the performance of the S&P 500® Index

rate with a minimum guarantee of 2.00

(excluding dividends) with a maximum cap rate.

percent. The fixed account provides

When the index performs well, the certificate

stable, steady growth without market

can earn higher returns than the fixed account.

volatility. Those who are closer to

When the index performs poorly, the indexed

retirement may consider allocating

account still provides a guaranteed minimum

more of their premium to this account.

floor rate of 0.50 percent, protecting your cash
value from negative returns. The index account
is not an investment in the S&P 500® Index
and may result in a lower interest credit than
the fixed account, but can also feature higher
interest credits when the index performs well.

About the S&P 500® Index
Created in 1957 as the first U.S. market-cap-weighted stock market index, today the S&P 500®
Index is widely regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. The index includes
500 of the top companies in leading industries and captures approximately 80 percent coverage
of available market capitalization. More than $7.8 trillion is benchmarked to the index, with index
assets comprising approximately $2.4 trillion of this total.1
1

Source: www.spdji.com
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How Strategic Choice IUL

®

index segments work
On a regular basis, you pay premium into your IUL certificate. Premiums are generally paid annually,
semiannually, quarterly or monthly. A portion of the premium covers the cost of insurance and
expense charges that are associated with universal life financial solutions. Of the rest, you can choose
to allocate designated portions to fixed and indexed accounts.
The fixed account earns a competitive current interest rate with a guaranteed minimum of 2.00
percent, securing steady, stable growth. Indexed accounts earn interest annually based on the upward
movement of the S&P 500® Index (detailed on Page 7) while offering downside protection from a
declining market.
COST OF
INSURANCE
& EXPENSE
CHARGES
CASH VALUE STRATEGIES*
100%

12-MONTH
INDEXED SEGMENT

100%

FIXED
GUARANTEED
GROWTH

50%
50%

PREMIUM

CASH VALUE
CONTRIBUTION

COMBINATION OF
FIXED & INDEXED
ALLOCATIONS

*These are several examples of
combining allocations. You can
choose a combination of any
whole number percentages that
add up to a total of 100%.

Monthly index segments
Once paid, indexed premium allocations will remain in your certificate’s fixed account until the 15th of the
month. Then, they will transfer into a new indexed segment. Depending on how often you pay premium
and when your premium is received, you could have several index segments open at once:
•

If you pay premium annually, you may only have one open segment at a time.

•

If you pay premium semiannually, you will usually have two segments open.

•

If you pay premium quarterly, you will usually have four segments open.

•

If you pay premium monthly, you will usually have 12 segments open.

Maturing index segments
Each segment matures after one full year. An index interest credit is applied to the ending balance
when the segment matures. Then your regularly scheduled premium contribution will be added to
the recently matured segment and renew for another segment term.
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Index interest credits
Strategic Choice IUL® uses an annual point-to-point index-crediting method that uses the movement of the
S&P 500® Index (excluding dividends) as one factor in determining interest credits. Other factors include:
•

The minimum floor rate – A guaranteed minimum growth rate of 0.50 percent that protects the
indexed account from negative returns if the S&P 500® Index experiences a loss.

•

The cap rate – The maximum rate that will be credited when an index segment matures. Strategic
Choice IUL® features a guaranteed minimum cap rate of 3.00 percent with a much higher current
cap rate. Cap rates are subject to change at Gleaner’s discretion, but will never drop below 3.00 percent.

Here are a few examples of how the floor rate and an assumed cap rate of 10.00 percent could provide balance
to a certificate:
In year one, assume the S&P 500® Index
increases in value by 14.00 percent. With the above
assumptions, the credited interest rate applied to
S&P 500® INDEX RETURN
20%
the Strategic Choice IUL® indexed account would be
INDEX INTEREST APPLIED
capped at 10.00 percent.
15%
CAP

10%
5%

FLOOR

0%

In year two, assume the S&P 500® Index
experiences a negative return of -3.00 percent.
Strategic Choice IUL® would guarantee the floor rate
of 0.50 percent and still provide a positive interest
credit to the indexed account.

-5%

In year three, assume the S&P 500® Index

-10%
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

increases in value by 7.00 percent. The Strategic
Choice IUL® indexed account would credit the
same increase as the S&P 500® Index.

Chart numbers are hypothetical examples for illustrative purposes only. This does not reflect the history of an actual account value. Ask your
agent for current cap rates.
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Adjusting your allocations
When you apply for life insurance coverage with
Strategic Choice IUL®, you will select how much of your
premium you would like allocated to the fixed and
indexed accounts. You can easily adjust how future
premiums are allocated if your financial goals change.
When an indexed segment matures, Gleaner assumes
the entire maturity value will be renewed for a new
segment term. If you’d like, you can change your
maturing segment reallocations. A portion or all of
a matured segment value can be transferred back
into the fixed account. Your Gleaner agent can help
you decide when and if this might be the right move
for your financial plan and help you through the
reallocation process.

Dollar cost averaging
for lump-sum deposits
When you fund your IUL certificate with a lump-sum
premium payment, you can participate in dollar cost
averaging, which spreads the lump sum equally into
12 segments over the course of a year. If a particular
segment doesn’t perform well, you may still have a more
favorable return with the other segments. The lump sum
will initially be deposited into the fixed account and then
transfer into indexed segments incrementally over the
course of a year.
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Accessing your cash value
Withdrawals
Strategic Choice IUL® provides access to your certificate’s cash value (i.e., surrender value) if you should
need it. Each year, you can withdraw up to 10 percent of your cash value. A $25 fee applies for each
withdrawal. When you take a withdrawal from your cash value, your face amount and accumulated value
will be permanently reduced by the withdrawal amount.

Loans
You can also take a loan against your cash value. Loans are charged a current interest rate that changes
from year to year but never exceeds 8.00 percent. When you take a loan, the loaned amount decreases the
cash value, which shortens the number of years the coverage will stay in force. If there is a claim against the
certificate, any oustanding loan, including interest due, will be subtracted from the death benefit before
the proceeds are paid to the beneficiary.

Surrenders
If your need for immediate cash outweighs the tremendous benefits of life insurance coverage,
you can also surrender your certificate entirely. We hope you take time to meet with your agent and
consider all other options before forfeiting your valuable life insurance coverage. A surrender charge
will apply during the early years, and depending on how far into the life of the certificate you decide
to surrender, Gleaner may keep all or a portion of the accumulated value.
A withdrawal, loan or surrender may constitute a taxable event. Ask your agent and consult a tax adviser
for more details on accessing your certificate’s cash value with withdrawals, loans or surrenders.
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Strategic Choice IUL® riders
Other Insured Rider
The Strategic Choice IUL® Other Insured Rider* provides affordable coverage for a spouse with the simplicity
of a single certificate and premium payment. At any time before age 71, the other insured
can convert the rider to his or her own permanent life insurance certificate. The other insured can also
exchange the rider for his or her own term certificate without a medical exam in the event of the primary
insured’s death or disability or even in the case of divorce.
•

Issue ages: 18-65

•

Minimum face amount: $10,000

•

Maximum face amount: Up to $250,000, not exceeding the primary insured’s face amount

Children’s Term Life Rider
By providing life insurance coverage for your children now, you can help them establish a lifetime of
financial security. The Strategic Choice IUL® Children’s Term Life Rider* provides your children with up
to $50,000 of life insurance coverage now. Later in life, they can convert the rider to their own permanent
life insurance certificate with a face amount of up to three times that of the original rider.
•

Issue ages: 15 days-21 years (max issue age of 60 for primary insured)

•

Coverage: Available in units of $10,000 with a maximum of five units ($50,000)

•

Conversion options (the earliest of either):
a) When the child turns age 18 or 25
b) When the primary insured turns age 65

Waiver of Monthly Deduction
In the event that you become permanently disabled, the Waiver of Monthly Deduction Rider* waives the
cost of insurance and expense charges as well as the cost of any additional benefits provided by other riders
you’ve added, keeping your coverage in force even if the onset of a disability limits your financial resources.
•

Issue ages: 18-55

•

Premiums payable to age 65

•

Expires at age 65

*This rider is available at an additional cost.
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Living Benefit Riders
Available on Strategic Choice IUL® at no additional premium.*
Rider

Issue ages

Minimum
payout

Maximum
payout

Maximum
occurrences

$2,500

25% of the
certificate’s
death benefit,
not exceeding
$50,000

Up to three annual
payouts, with a total
maximum of $100,000

$2,500

25% of the
certificate’s
death benefit,
not exceeding
$100,000

One-time occurrence

$2,500

50% of the
certificate’s
death benefit,
not exceeding
$100,000

One-time occurrence

Chronic Illness Rider:
Available when the insured
cannot perform two or
more tasks of daily living

0-70

Critical Illness Rider:
Available when the
insured faces a major
health condition as
defined in the rider

0-70

Terminal Illness Rider:
Available when the
insured is terminally ill
and diagnosed with less
than 12 months to live

All issue
ages

* Riders available based on underwriting and the age of the insured. Combined maximum rider
amounts apply across all life insurance products. Ask your agent for more information.
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Choose Gleaner

Every Strategic Choice IUL® certificate is backed by Gleaner Life Insurance Society’s history of more than120-years
of financial strength. Since 1894, Gleaner has secured families’ financial futures and helped them give back to their
communities. Every Gleaner member’s stake in the Society helps fund volunteer opportunities. Some of our members
choose to volunteer in local service clubs, called arbors. Others give back through one-time project grants. Regardless
of whether or not a member volunteers, each Gleaner member has the satisfaction of knowing that his or her financial
solution and commitment to the Society help make community engagement activities possible.

In addition to giving back to communities, Gleaner also gives back to members through a wide
range of exclusive benefits:
•

Family-friendly events

•

Exclusive shopping discounts

•

Scholarships for students

•

Loyalty Bonus on permanent life insurance and annuity solutions

Learn more about Gleaner’s member benefits online at www.gleanerlife.org. Follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn to see stories of our members giving back.

@gleanerlife

#gleanergives #futurefocused
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S&P 500® Index considerations
ACCOUNT VALUE CERTIFICATE FEATURES AND BENEFITS - INDEX DISCLAIMERS
The “S&P 500®” is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”), and has been licensed for use by Gleaner
Life Insurance Society (“Gleaner Life”). Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial
Services LLC (“S&P”) and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”).
The trademarks have been licensed to SPDJI and have been sublicensed for use for certain purposes by Gleaner Life.
This indexed universal life insurance certificate (the “Certificate”) is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI,
Dow Jones, S&P, any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P Dow Jones Indices”). S&P Dow Jones Indices make no
representation or warranty, express or implied, to the Owner of the Certificate or any member of the public regarding the
advisability of investing in securities generally or in the Certificate particularly or the ability of the S&P 500® to track general
market performance. S&P Dow Jones Indices only relationship to Gleaner Life with respect to the S&P 500® is the licensing
of the Index and certain trademarks, service marks and/or trade names of S&P Dow Jones Indices and/or its licensors.
The S&P 500® is determined, composed and calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to Gleaner Life or the
Certificate. S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation to take the needs of Gleaner Life or the Owners of the Certificate into
consideration in determining, composing or calculating the S&P 500®. S&P Dow Jones Indices is not responsible for and has
not participated in the determination of the prices, and amount of the Certificate or the timing of the issuance or sale of
the Certificate or in the determination or calculation of the equation by which the Certificate is to be converted into cash,
surrendered or redeemed, as the case may be. S&P Dow Jones Indices has no obligation or liability in connection with the
administration, marketing or trading of the Certificate. There is no assurance that investment products based on the S&P
500® will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an
investment advisor. Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell,
or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.
S&P DOW JONES INDICES DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS
OF THE S&P 500® OR ANY DATA RELATED THERETO OR ANY COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL
OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS) WITH RESPECT THERETO. S&P DOW JONES
INDICES SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR DELAYS THEREIN. S&P
DOW JONES INDICES MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OR AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED BY GLEANER LIFE,
OWNERS OF THE CERTIFICATE, OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FROM THE USE OF THE S&P 500® OR WITH RESPECT TO
ANY DATA RELATED THERETO. WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING, IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL S&P DOW
JONES INDICES BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, TRADING LOSSES, LOST TIME OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. THERE ARE NO
THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES OF ANY AGREEMENTS OR ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN S&P DOW JONES INDICES AND GLEANER
LIFE, OTHER THAN THE LICENSORS OF S&P DOW JONES INDICES.

www.gleanerlife.org
5200 West U.S. Highway 223
P.O. Box 1894, Adrian, MI 49221
p 800.992.1894 | f 517.265.7745
Gleaner Life Insurance Society is domiciled in Adrian, Michigan, and licensed in AZ, FL, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MO, NE, OH, TN and VA.
Strategic Choice IUL® form number ICC17-IUL with state-specific variations. This brochure is intended for informational purposes
only. It is not intended to recommend a specific product, nor is it intended to provide any legal or professional advice.
For information on possible tax implications, you should consult with a legal or tax adviser.

